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Abstract (English) 

This report gives an overall view of the capstone project as well as all the work done to 

achieve it. It will put the emphasis on all the aspects of the project; technical and non-technical.  

The Sider project is a secure full-stack web application where you can find all types of 

services offered. From coaching to translation to redaction and many more. This web 

application targets different types of users. The user can join the website as a normal client, 

browse the services offered, and purchase a service if needed. On the other hand, the user can 

register to the website as being a service provider. Then they can post services, receives request 

for their services and earn money for them. In this report, you will have an overview on the 

backstage of the implementation of this web application as well as all the tools and technologies 

that were used to achieve it. 

By the end of this capstone project, I have noticed an improvement in my technical and 

soft skills. I was able to learn multiple tools and technologies as well as adopt different strategies 

to enhance my performance and efficiency. 
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Abstract (French) 

Ce rapport donne un aperçu général sur mon projet de fin d’étude, du travail effectué ainsi 

que des difficultés rencontrées. Il met l'accent sur la partie technique et non technique du projet. 

Le projet Sider est une application web full stack sécurisée où vous pouvez trouver tous 

les types de services. Du coaching à la traduction en passant par la redaction et plusieurs d’autres. 

Cette application Web cible différents types d'utilisateurs. L'utilisateur peut rejoindre le site Web 

en tant que client normal, parcourir les services proposés et acheter un service si nécessaire. 

D'autre part, l'utilisateur peut s'inscrire sur le site Web en tant que fournisseur de services. Ensuite, 

ils peuvent publier des services, recevoir des demandes pour leurs services et gagner de l'argent 

pour eux. Dans ce rapport, vous aurez un aperçu sur les coulisses de la mise en place de cette 

application web ainsi que tous les outils et technologies qui ont été utilisés pour la réaliser. 

À la fin de ce projet de synthèse, j'ai remarqué une amélioration de mes compétences 

techniques et générales. J'ai pu apprendre de multiples outils et technologies ainsi qu'adopter 

différentes stratégies pour améliorer mes performances et mon efficacité. 
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1. Introduction 

 The emergence of this pandemic has led to a peak in the use of technology in Morocco 

and more specifically online platforms. While being confined, all that can be accessed are online 

platforms that offer help, entertainment, or products. On the other hand, several employees have 

lost their jobs due to the economic crisis that resulted from the pandemic and found themselves 

with a set of skills that it is not being used. Therefore, a solution that combines the increased use 

of technology as well as helping unemployed people find jobs where they can put their skills to 

good use.  

 This web application will bring a solution to several parties. Starting from the service 

providers that will be able to list all the services they can offer the public for a price. This way 

they will be able to earn money from the skills they learned instead of just being unemployed.  

Besides, the website will offer the clients a platform where they can find all types of services 

along with their price without the need to leave their desk to go look for them.  

 This web application will have several functionalities that will ensure the quality of the 

services offered as well as the smooth flow between the service providers and the clients. The 

different types of functionalities and their implementation will be discussed in more details 

within the report.  
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2. List of Acronyms and Abbreviations  

HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

HTTPs: Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure 

DNS: Domain Name System 

Rest: Representational state transfer 

Restful: an application backend that uses Rest principles 

API: Application Programming Interface 

SQL: Structured Query Language 

NPM: Node Package Manager 

UI: User Interface 

CORS: Cross Origin Resource Sharing 

JWT: JSON Web Token 
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3. STEEPLE Analysis 

3.1 Social 

 In Morocco, the unemployment rate has reached 12.8% in the last year from which 

25.3% have a diploma of higher studies (HCP, 2021). This application will allow unemployed 

graduated students, freelancers, and talented people to put their knowledge to work, offer 

services and get paid for them. It will also benefit the general population since it will allow them 

to find services more easily. 

3.2 Technological 

 Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of the digital devices such as smartphones and 

personal computer have increased remarkably. However, the platforms that offers online service 

for the Moroccan community are limited. Therefore, this project will fulfil one of the needs that 

have been emphasized by the latest pandemic. 

3.3 Economical 

 Thanks to the exchange of money that my application will allow between service 

providers and clients, it will participate in the growth of the Moroccan economy. 

3.4  Environmental 

 It is well-known that some of the traditional workers gather in known places in the street 

waiting for a job offer from a company or an individual. The environmental aspects of “sider” 

 are that it will prevent several workers (plumber, electricians…) to sit in the streets. It will also 

prevent people going from company to company looking for jobs since the human resource 

department can recruit profiles from the web application based on the services they provide and 

their rating. 

3.5 Political 

The Sider will not have any direct political impact on the Moroccan community. 

3.6 Legal 

 Legally, Sider will be a SARL company that will be declared according to Moroccan 

laws. It will also prevent workers from finding jobs on the black market since they will be 

offered a legal way to earn money. 
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3.7 Ethical 

 Ethically, Sider will make sure of the integrity of its users by making sure that the 

services are well offered, that the clients and the service providers are respected within a 

professional work environment. 
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4. Requirement Specification 

4.1 Functional Requirements 

The functional requirements of my capstone project consist of multiple sides: 

- All users can access the list of all the services provided on the website. 

• Client: 

o Can register for a client account. 

o Can browse the services provided on the website. 

o Can view each service’s details and buy it. 

o Pay using their credit card. 

o Have access to the history of previous orders. 

• Service Provider: 

o Can register for a service provider account. 

o Can add services to the list of services they can provide. 

o Can access the revenue dashboard. 

o Can include their credit card information to receive the payment. 

 

4.2 Non-Functional Requirements 

Besides the functional requirements stated in the previous section, the web application requires 

other non-functional requirements in order to provide the user with a smooth experience. The non-

functional requirements consist of: 

• Usability: The web application should offer a lucid and user-friendly interface to the user 

in order to make it easier for him to reach his goal from the website. 

• Performance: The web application should be able to load in an effective amount of time 

regardless of the traffic encountered by the website.  

• Security: It is one of the most important non-functional requirements that the website 

should satisfy in order to gain the trust of the users and have a good reputation for the 

website. 

• Scalability: The website might become popular with time. Therefore, it should be able to 

cope with the increasing number of users as well as the big amount of data it will be 

receiving. 

• Maintainability: The web application should be implemented in a way that will make its 

maintainability easier later when bugs are encountered.  
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5. Feasibility Study  

The Sider project is a full-stack web application that will offer its clients the possibility 

to find services more easily and make use of them, and post services that you can provide to 

other clients and get paid for them. This project will be generating revenue by charging the 

client a percentage on their order as our “service fee”. This percentage may vary from 2% to 

10% depending on the service ordered. 

After a quick analysis of the need for such application in the Moroccan environment, I 

have come to realize that: 

- Fresh graduates struggle to be hired due to the lack of experience. 

- People that have a skill do not use their potential to the fullest. 

- Freelancers struggle to find work opportunities and/or clients. 

- People that struggle financially can use a side-hustle to help with the income. 

The Sider project would offer a solution to all the previous people since it gives them the 

opportunity to post services that will be inspected by potential clients. I think that the clients 

will be ready to pay the “service fee” since the service provided is much needed. 

When it comes to the technical side of the feasibility study, the implementation of the 

client-side will be done using the Angular framework which typescript based. In addition to 

this framework, Angular powered Bootstrap will be used to have a better styling for the 

widgets used. On the other hand, the server side will be implemented using the Java 

programming language along with the Spring Boot framework. The Spring boot framework 

will allow me to use the JPA repositories to access data from the database, the spring boot 

security to implement the authentication and authorization part. When it comes to the 

database, I will be using MySQL relational Database Management System to manage all the 

data related to my web application. 

After finalizing the application, a beta version will be deployed on a private domain for 

testing. Once the results of the testing are satisfactory and a good performance is reached, 

the application will be made available for a larger audience. All the transactions and the 

exchanges between the service providers and the customers will be online.  
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6. Technology Enablers 

6.1 Development Tools 

For the implementation of this full-stack application, I used different tools and Integrated 

Development Environments (IDEs): 

- For the server side, coded in Java language, the coding was done on IntelliJ. IntelliJ is an 

IDE used to develop software programs based on Java technology. Choosing this IDE 

was based on the different features it offers that facilitate the coding process. These 

features consist of an easy start-up of the IDE, useful keyboard shortcuts, and intelligent 

code completion.  

- For the client side, coded using Typescript language, the code implementation was 

written on the Visual Studio Code (VSCode). VSCode is an extensible code editor 

developed by Microsoft and open source released under the permissive MIT License. 

According to Stack Overflow’s Developer Survey, it was also ranked as the most popular 

IDE thanks to all the features it offers as well as its user-friendly interface. 

- When it comes to database, MySQL workbench was used to view and manage the 

database used for the web application. MySQL workbench is an integrated development 

environment for MySQL server. This IDE offers an intuitive graphical interface that 

enabled me to create and modify tables after being connected to the MySQL server. 

 

6.2 Server-side Technologies 

The back end of this full-stack application was implemented using the Java language along with 

other frameworks: 

- Java language: it is an object-oriented, structured, and imperative programming language 

that I used to implement my server. 

- Spring boot framework: it is an open-source framework that offers Java developers a 

platform to develop a stand-alone application. I used several libraries of the spring boot 

framework: the spring boot starter data JPA was used within the server to make the data 

access smoother and easier, and the spring boot security was used to authenticate and 

register the users of the web application. 

- MySQL: it is a relational database management system (RDBMS) with high read 
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performance. I used this RDBMS to manage and store all the data related to my web 

application. 

- Hibernate: it is an open-source framework that focuses on object persistence in a 

relational database such as the one I am using within my application.  

- Lombok: is a MIT-licensed library that I used to generate code such as the getters and 

setters for a class when compiling. 

 

 

6.3 Client-side Technologies 

- Angular: it is an open-source, TypeScript-based, client-side framework that enables the 

developer to develop Single Page web applications. I used the 13.1.4 version of Angular 

to develop the frontend of my application. 

- Typescript: it is an open-source programming language developed by Microsoft as an 

enhanced version of the JavaScript language. Typescript is the one used during the 

implementation of the client-side. 

- HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol is a client-server communication protocol. It ensures 

the communication between the server side and the client side using different methods 

such as GET and POST. 

- Angular powered Bootstrap: it is a collection of Bootstrap widgets using Bootstrap 5 

CSS. I used multiple Bootstrap widgets such as buttons and page navigator. 

- HTML: Hypertext Markup Language is the language that allows the representation of 

web pages by writing hypertext, creating input forms, including multimedia resources 

and so on. 

- CSS: Cascading Style Sheets is a computer language that describes the presentation of 

HTML. It is used for web design and styling. 
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7. Software Architecture 

 In this section, we will be discussing an overview of the system architecture of the web 

application. The front-end is designed using Angular framework. The back end is designed using 

the Java language along with the spring-boot framework. The REST API is used to ensure the 

communication between the front end and the back end. Besides, the MySQL Database 

Management System is used to store data that is being accessed through the backend. 

 

 
Figure 1: The software architecture for the Sider web application 
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8. Design 

8.1 Entity Diagram 

 
Figure 2: The Entity Relationship Diagram for the Sider database 
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8.2 Class Diagram 

 

Figure 3: The Class Diagram for the Sider application 
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8.3 Sequence Diagram 

 

Figure 4: The Sequence Diagram for the Sider application 
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9. Implementation Details 

9.1 Setting up the server 

 The first part of the implementation process consisted of implementing the backend part 

of the full-stack application. Using the IntelliJ IDE along with the Java language I started 

writing code for the server. The first step of this phase is to initialize my spring boot project on 

the start.spring.io site. On this site you can set the language you will be working with, the spring 

boot version, the project metadata, the Java version as well as the different dependencies you 

will be needing within your project. After setting all of these parameters, I downloaded the 

initialized spring boot project and opened it on the IDE. Following this step, I started developing 

all the JPA entities that are shown above in Figure 5 as Java classes. Moreover, I created REST 

APIs with Spring Data JPA Repositories and Spring Data REST. After setting up all the needed 

entities, I needed to link my server to the database. 

 

Figure 5: An overview of the IntelliJ IDE and the classes created 

 

9.2 Connecting the database 

 For my full-stack application, the data-tier was implemented by connecting MySQL 

DBMS to my Spring Boot server. The connection was implemented by putting the database 

metadata within the “application.properties” file within the Spring Boot project. For a successful 

connection with the database, I included in the file mentioned below the data source URL, its 

username and password. As shown in the figure below, the “application.properties” has the 

needed information to connect with the database as well as other configurations related to 

hibernate and console outputs. Hibernate is set to use the MySQL8Dialect, the naming strategy 

as well as being allowed to create the database whenever the server is run. 
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Figure 6: The application.properties file for the spring boot application 

 

9.3 Starting on the front end 

 The first step in implementing the front end is creating the Angular project. This step 

was performed by running the “ng new” command in the CLI which created all the files needed 

for my Angular project. After this step was completed, I opened the project in the Visual Studio 

Code (VSCode) and created my first component.  

 The component was created by running the “ng generate component ‘/path’” and 

consisted of the grid that will display the services sent by the backend. Each component is 

composed of three main files: the HTML file that manages the display of the component, the 

CSS file that manages the design and styling of the component, and the Typescript file that 

handles the view logic of the component. The services that will be displayed in this component 

should be managed by a service that fetches data from the backend. Therefore, the “service” 

class was created as well as the service that will call the REST APIs using the HTTP Client. 

After implementing the several methods within the service to fetch the data, the typescript file of 

the component was updated to subscribe to data from the Angular service. Then, the HTML file 

was updated as well to display this data in the form of a grid and the last step consisted of 

integrating angular and spring boot for the full stack app by adding the CrossOrigin support for 

the Spring boot app. 
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Figure 7: An overview of the VSCode IDE and the different components 

 

9.4 Adding features to the client side 

 In this part we will briefly discuss the different components that were added to enhance 

the features offered by the application. By the first component discussed in the section above, 

the application only displayed the services available in the database as a grid.  

 The next feature implemented was displaying a list of the service categories in the left 

side of web page and once a category is clicked, the grid will only display the services of this 

specific category. In order to implement this feature, I created a new method in the Angular 

service that returns the services based on their category adding the “findByCategoryId” along 

with the id within the get request’s URL knowing that this feature was also updated in the 

service repository in the backend. Another feature that were added and that is similar to the last 

one is the search by keyword. The user will be able to type a keyword in the search bar and get a 

grid of all the available services that include this keyword. This feature was implemented by 

adding the “findByNameContaining” in the request URL.  

 A different feature of the website is paginating the showed services after a search or 

when checking all the services. For that, I needed to bring modifications to both the backend and 

the frontend. When it comes to the server side, the spring framework has the “Pageable” 

interface that allows to return the number of services according to the page size included in the 

request URL. On the frontend, updating the project to include this feature consisted of two main 

steps. The first step was to modify the request URL to get the services depending on the page 
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number. The second step consisted of adding the pagination button to the HTML file. To include 

these buttons, I imported the Angular powered Bootstrap package in order to use its pagination 

buttons. Therefore, I included the “<ngb-pagination>” within the HTML file and specified the 

page size, the total elements as well as the page number that will be updated in the typescript file 

each time the user changes the page. 

 Once the services are well presented in the home page of the website, the user should be 

able to check each service individually and see its details. Therefore, clicking on the service was 

made to redirect the user to a new component called “service-details”. This component displays 

the different details of the service along with a button to add this service to the list of favorites 

and another button to buy the service. The first button was implemented by creating a new 

Angular service; “favorite service”. This service handled the list of favorite service and has 

methods such as addToFavorite, removeFromFavorite, getFavoriteServices, and so on. Besides, 

after adding services to the favorites, you can click on the heart icon on the top of the page to 

check all your favorite services. On the other hand, the “Buy” button redirects the user to a 

checkout form that they will need to fill in order to complete their order. This form involves the 

customer’s information, the billing and shipping address, and their credit card information for an 

online payment. Once the form is filled, the user clicks the purchase button and gets redirected 

to a page with the order tracking number, automatically generated on the server side using the 

random UUID generator, and a review of their purchase. On the server side, the purchase gets 

stored in the database in order to keep a history of each customers purchases. 

 

Figure 8: An overview of the User Interface of Sider 
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9.5 Implementing the security 

The security phase was the most challenging part to implement. After doing multiple attempts 

to implement different platforms that included the Okta platform and the Firebase authentication, 

I ended up working with the spring boot security package along with the JSON Web Token. 

Implementing the security using the spring boot security consisted of the authentication phase 

and the authorization phase.  

When it comes to the implementation on the server side, I started by including the “spring-

boot-starter-security” dependency in the “pom.xml” file of the application and I created two new 

entities: the user class and the role class along with their repositories. In addition, I created a new 

package named “security” that gathered all the files that implemented the security: the Security 

Configurer, the web MVC Configurer as well as two filters for the authentication and the 

authorization. Thanks to these files where we put a set of rules, I was able to authenticate the user 

based on the user already present in the database, register a new user, and assign a role to them, 

and implement a Role-Based Access Control for the users of the application. 

For the frontend side of the implementation, I created an Angular authentication service that 

handled the login of the users, their logout as well as a method that returns whether a user has 

access to a certain path or not. To prevent unauthorized users to access routes that they should 

not access, each route was equipped with a guard that can activate the route depending on the 

roles of the user. Besides, each user was redirected to a different path depending on their roles 

and whether their authentication was successful or not. 

 

Figure 9: The login page for registered users 
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Conclusion and Future Perspectives 

To conclude, the object behind this project was met for the most part. The final software 

consists of a secure web application where users can register/login, browse services, purchase 

them for customers, and post them for service providers. Yet, due to the time constraint 

encountered, I did not have the chance to include more features within the web application. The 

implementation of a full-stack web application was a real challenge that I successfully overcame. 

Thanks to this challenge, I learned several technical and soft skills during the application 

development process. When it comes to the technical skills, I had the opportunity to learn the 

Angular framework as well as the typescript language and how to use it effectively to develop a 

Single-Page web application. Besides, I explored the spring boot framework in more depth and 

gained more experience working with it. On the other hand, several soft skills were acquired 

during the process of developing the Sider application: since I worked on the whole application 

as an individual, I developed certain skills that allowed me to work efficiently, meet the weekly 

deadline submissions as well as a strong stress management. 

When it comes to the future perspectives of the Sider web application, different features 

are yet to be implemented: 

- Enhancing the Role-based Access Control for the different users towards the different 

routes of the application. 

- Deploy a beta version for testing before deploying the final version for the general public. 

-  Implement a Cloud Based SQL database management system to ensure scalability for 

the application. 

- Adding an API that will handle online payments. 
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